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stay in touch

Phone:  04 472 0655 
Email:  everton@evertonhall.ac.nz

For after hours support, call the office number 
above and you will be redirected to the RA phone 
or our on-site Evening Duty Manager  
(Wed-Sat 6pm-4am)

For couriers/mail: 
<first and last name> 
Everton Hall 
12 Everton Terrace 
Kelburn 
Wellington 6012 

Contact Details

welcome
On behalf of everyone at Everton Hall, welcome to your new home and campus life!

Each and every member of our team is fully 
committed to helping you achieve success both 
academically and socially. We want all residents 
to have an exciting living experience here at 
Everton where you will live, learn and grow. 

All of our staff are focused on making the Village 
a great place for you to live. We will help you in 
many ways, from providing advice and support, 
to helping organise programmes and activities 
throughout the year.

This Handbook identifies the services, policies 
and resources you need to be an informed 
resident of the Village. It also includes plenty 
of handy tips to help you have a great time. We 
encourage you to take the time to read it and to 
always keep it handy for reference purposes.

We would also ask you to make sure that you are 

familiar with the Village Rules that form part of 
your Residential Agreement. These are available 
on our website.

The Village Rules are an important way of 
ensuring that everyone shows respect to each 
other and to Village property.

If there is any more information that you need, 
please contact any member of our team. 

We’re all here to help you gain the most from 
your time at Victoria University.

We wish you all the best during the coming 
academic year and look forward to helping you 
make it a successful one.

Everton Hall Team
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everton hall
Everton Hall is a close knit 
community with just 194 residents 
living in comfortable self-catered 
accommodation.  Residents here enjoy 
lovely outdoor areas and social spaces 
for activities and events.  

The village is close to city shopping, 
restaurants, cinemas and the heart of 
Wellington, giving you plenty of options 
outside of university.  The village has 
parking on-site available for $25 per 
week for residents (the cheapest 
parking in Wellington)

The six live-in Residential Assistants are 
here to support you, give you academic 
support and plan events.  

Accommodation at Everton Hall is made 
up of a mixture of Gold Flats  
(A & D block), Silver Flats (B & C blocks) 
and Villas, all spread across the lovely 
gardens.

Make sure you take the time to enjoy 
the outdoor areas complete with BBQ 
facilities, and also The Commons which 
is our study and social space. 
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what the Village Rules  
mean to you
Throughout this handbook, you’ll see various pieces of advice  
and guidance called ‘From the Village Rules’.

>   Damage or loss 
>   Smoking/Vaping

>   Trespassing 
>   Noise

>   Flat cleaning 
>   Visitors

>   Substance use

The Village Rules represent part of the Residential Agreement you sign when you take up residence 
with us. They are a collection of regulations to provide guidance and information about the 
standards and procedures which you’re expected to meet during your time here including:

They are designed for the benefit of everyone in the Village – they outline both your responsibilities 
and your rights as a member of our community.

So, if you’re wondering about how to deal with a particular issue, we recommend that you read the full 
Village Rules, additional copies are available from the office.

did you know...

The V-star symbol is the cornerstone of Campus Living 
Village’s (CLV)  brand. It represents a global community 
of interconnected Villages and the hub of a dynamic 
student community.

The V-Star also represents the dynamic nature of our 
business and embodies our philosophy of supporting 
our residents as they live, learn and grow.
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your new home
However you’ve got here – bus, train, car, private helicopter – you can now settle in, get yourself 
orientated and unpack. Open up that suitcase. Unzip that rucksack. This may be the first time 
you’ve lived away from home.  To help you on your way, this section aims to cover some of the 
most important issues you’ll have to deal with, such as; where to wash your clothes, how to look 
after the electrics in your room or common area, how to get online, what you need to clean and 
much more. Get in touch with a member of our team if you’re uncertain about anything.

Moving In
If you want to check that everything’s in order in 
your new home, have a read through the next few 
pages, which will tell you about what’s there, and 
how to look after it during your time here.

One of the first things we’d like you to do is 
complete and return your inventory form. You 
receive this form when you check in and it must 
be completed and returned to the office within 
48 hours of moving in. It is really important 
that your form is completed in detail as it will 
be a record of the condition of your room when 
you arrived. If you don’t return the form we will 
consider everything is OK, so please make the 
effort as it will avoid issues when you move out.

Arrived without any of life’s essentials?

If you’re in need of a linen pack you can purchase 
these from reception when you arrive. They 
include a duvet, duvet cover, flat sheets, pillow, 
pillow case and a blanket.

What Next?
You’ve just arrived in a community of great 
people, many of whom are in exactly the same 
situation as you. Making friends is one of life’s 
great pleasures. Say hello to someone you don’t 
know – they could turn out to be your new best 
friend.

You can do this pretty easily, all you have to do is 
open your bedroom door and say hello. Beyond 
that, make your way to the common areas – 
these are great areas to meet up with friends 
from around the Village, meet new people or just 
hang out and watch the world go by.

Our Residential Life Team runs regular events 
and activities throughout the year which gives 
you a chance to meet new friends, take part in 
charity events and learn new skills. You can keep 
up to date with what’s coming up by checking our 
Facebook page and notice boards around the 
Village.
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Contact Details
From time to time, we may need to contact you 
via old school methods (i.e not Facebook!) so it 
is vital that you keep your contact information - 
email, mobile phone number, home address etc 
up to date. We wouldn’t want you to miss out 
on any important updates or awesome events 
because we couldn’t get a hold of you.

Internet
Victoria University of Wellington students can 
connect to the WellingtonUniversity network 
and enter their University Username and 
Password to access the internet.

 All other residents can connect to the 
WellingtonUniversityGuest network. You will be 
redirected to a login page where you can click 
on ‘Don’t Have an Account’. You will be required 
to enter an email address and access will be 
granted for 14 days after which you’ll need to  
log in again.

For further information and instructions, visit 
https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/its/student-services/
internet-wifi

If you are having problems accessing the 
wireless, you can contact the Victoria University 
of Wellington Service Desk on +64 463 5050  
or ITS-SERVICE@vuw.ac.nz

Mail
You may have a lot of people who want to 
contact you via good old postal mail too – make 
sure that friends, relatives and any companies 
(such as your bank or mobile phone company) 
have your new address, which is detailed on page 
2 of this guide.

Letters
Standard letters are placed in the mail box at 
reception.  Any mail not collected within a month 
of its delivery may be returned to sender.

Parcels
Parcels delivered by couriers will be kept in 
reception; and you’ll be advised via email. Please 
check and pick up your mail regularly.

While we accept mail from courier companies 
we do not accept any liability if the mail goes 
astray. Any arrangement to have mail delivered 
by courier is based on this understanding.



At the Village we care about our people, our planet, and our 
business which is why we are committed to sustainable and 
responsible practices. As one of our valued residents, you 
too can get involved and support our sustainability journey 
through the decisions you make every day.

WASTE
1.  Know your waste!
The Village strives to reduce its levels of waste, and 
decrease the amount of waste that ends up in landfill. 
Make sure you familiarise yourself with the waste bins 
available (general waste, recycling, green waste) and 
dispose accordingly. If you are unsure, you can use the 
RecycleMate app – free for iOS and Android. 
Get your housemates involved and make sure 
recycling is a habit you get into every day.

2.  Repurpose and re-use!
As a resident you have access to the whole Village 
community via our social media pages. If you have 
items that are no longer used, they might find a 
new home with other residents! We will organise 
sustainability fairs or ‘swap and goes’ if there is 
enough interest, so reach out to your friendly Village 
reception who can facilitate this. We also encourage 
donating any second-hand clothes to charities like the 
Red Cross, Salvation Army, or St Vincent’s.

WATER
1.  Showers
A hot shower after a long day of classes, work, or 
exercise is a great way to unwind or prepare yourself 
for exciting Village events. However, it is important to 
limit shower time to conserve water. Shower timers 
are a great way to start and keep this good habit. 
We recommend ‘1 song showers’ – no longer than 4 
minutes.

2.  Taps
Brushing your teeth, washing the dishes, filling a 
bucket to mop the floor – all of these involve turning  
a tap on and most importantly, off again. Only using 
the amount of water you need is a great way to  
limit usage.

ENERGY
1.  Lights
On average, lighting accounts for 10-15% of household 
electricity use! By making sure you turn off lights when 
you leave your bedroom or common areas you can 
help to make instant change.

2.  Heaters and Fans
We know how hot summer can get in the southern 
hemisphere, and equally how quickly the temperature 
can drop in winter, and this means we have to be 
especially conscious of our use of heaters and cooling 
systems. Before turning on a heater, try putting on a 
pair of warm socks or grabbing an extra blanket! In 
summer, try opening your windows and screen doors 
before turning that fan on full blast. As always, make 
sure these appliances are switched off when you leave 
the Village. 

3.  Standy Mode!
You may not know but devices and appliances still 
use power when in standby mode! Make sure you are 
turning these off at the power point when not in use to 
minimise energy usage. Examples include the kettle, 
microwave, and gaming systems.

BUT WHY?
It’s the right thing to do. As a community of young and 
diverse students, the Village is the perfect place to 
develop, practice, and share sustainable habits that 
can make positive change for our environment.
The Village will keep you updated on sustainability 
initiatives and the real impact your decisions have on 
our environmental footprint. Keep your eyes peeled 
for competitions within and between Villages, with 
rewards for sustainable achievers!
As always, keep it green!

small actions,
big changes
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Your Transport
How to get about town when you don’t want to walk.

We live in a wired world, so it’s likely that you 
have a number of electrical appliances of your 
own. We do ask though, that in order to both 
prevent overloading of our circuits and to 
conserve energy, you only keep smaller electrical 
items (e.g. computers, lamps, hair straighteners) 
in your room. Keep these in a good, clean 
operating condition in order to meet our safety 
regulations.

Other than hair straighteners, any appliances 
with open heating elements, such as hot 
plates or electric heaters, BBQs, fridges are 
prohibited in Village flats and rooms, unless 
you have expressed permission from Village 
Management.

From The Village Rules 
All electrical appliances brought to Everton 
Hall  need to be safety checked at the 
beginning of the year.

Only safety tagged appliances should be 
used within the Village. This is to ensure we 
comply with fire and safety policies, ensuring 
the safety of all Everton  residents and not to 
make your life difficult!

NB. It is your responsibility to make sure 
any electrical equipment you bring has been 
checked and tagged.

There will be an electrician on site for a 
limited time during o-week so please take 
advantage of this if needed.

Bike Storage
If you have a bike, that’s great – it’s an easy, 
environmentally friendly and speedy way to get 
around the place. We do ask bike owners to be 
considerate and adhere to the following:

> Please don’t keep or leave bicycles in your  
room, common areas or in the stairwells. Not 
only could it cause damage but it is dangerous 
and causes a fire hazard.

> Please don’t secure/lock any bikes to objects 
like benches, light posts, handrails or fence 
railings. This is because they can end up 
blocking access routes, which would cause 
major problems should a fire or natural 
disaster occur.

We have a bike shed for dry safe storage of your 
bike, keys are available for a $20 refundable 
deposit.

Everton Hall assumes no responsibility for your 
bike while it is parked at our property. It is our 
recommendation that you insure your bike and 
keep it secure with a D-lock - see the office for 
further details. 

Car Parking
For the drivers amongst you, we have limited 
parking spaces available at the Village for hire at 
$25 per week.

If you are parking at Everton Hall in a reserved 
space that is not allocated to you, you may be 
towed, visitor parking spaces are available with 
a 2 hour limit. If you have a visitor that requires 
longer parking please ask at the office if there is 
any space available and we may be able to supply 
some short term parking.

Please display the parking permit on the rear 
window of your car for easy identification.

Electrical appliances (and safety)

Your Appliances

From The Village Rules 

Bicycles found to be secured or left around 
the Village other than in a bike storage unit 
will be removed. It is your responsibility 
to store your and your guest’s bikes 
appropriately around the Village.
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Facilities

 
Cleaning 
You are responsible for cleaning your own room 
and doing your share of the cleaning of the 
common areas of your flat. Your RA is available 
to help create a roster during flat meetings. 

 

Locked out?
There is always someone in the Village who can 
help you to get back into your building or room 
if you lock yourself out – although be warned: 
we may have to charge you a fee; during office 
hours no fee is charged, before 11pm $20 will be 
charged, after 11pm $100 will be charged.

Money collected from lock out charges covers 
paying security call out costs to site to let you 
in after 11pm, after that cost is deducted the 
balance will be donated to charity. So remember 
your keys, or ring a flat mate unless you want to 
be hit with the fee.

If you are locked out during office hours, pop on 
down to reception and we’ll sort you out.

If you’re locked out after hours, contact your 
Evening Support Team and they will come to 
assist you.

Losing your keys
An important point: do not give or lend your 

keys to anyone. Above all else, it will jeopardise 
security at the Village and it’ll end up costing you 
money if they lose them.

If you do lose your keys, please report it to the 
office as soon as possible.

If this happens outside office hours, please 
contact the Duty Team, who will assist you.  
The costs of replacement are as follows:

Reporting Maintenance Issues
If anything goes wrong with the maintenance of 
your room/flat, please submit a request using 
the on-line resident maintenance portal or 
contact a staff member. 

Please provide as much information as possible, 
the more detail we have the quicker we can get 
the problem fixed.

Urgent maintenance

Urgent maintenance involves things that need 
immediate attention, such as:

>  Floods/Leaks 
>  Broken doors 
>  Electricity shortages

On the rare occasion that any of these happen 
they should be reported immediately to the 
office, and  the Maintenance staff will see that 
the matter is attended to as quick as possible.

If urgent problems occur after hours, report 
them to the Duty Team by calling: 04 472 0655

Replacement  
keys: 

$50.00  
per key
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From The Village Rules

After office hours, lock outs are attended 
to by Resident Assistants and/or Security.  
Remember that other more pressing matters 
may prohibit these staff from attending to 
your lock out straight away, so please be 
patient.

Fire (and fire alarms)
Everton Hall is equipped with fire detection/
protection devices including smoke detectors, 
heat detectors, extinguishers and fire switches 
– Please take a moment to identify these in and 
around your building/room.

The Everton Duty Team and Residential Fire 
Wardens have been trained in how to respond to 
such an emergency.

Please do exactly as they or any emergency  
personnel ask.

Evacuation
On hearing a fire alarm sounding residents must 
evacuate immediately and follow the emergency 
procedure.

The fire services will be notified in the event 
of a fire being discovered, their advice will be 
followed on arrival. 

Important notes to follow:

>  Do not attempt to take any personal   
belongings with you  

>  Close doors behind you as you exit

>  Follow the green signs indicating the   
shortest exit route 

>  Make your way to the assembly point.

>  Failure to evacuate may result in fines or 
disciplinary action.

>  Call 111 and ask for the fire department

Assembly Point

The assembly point’s for Everton Hall are in the 
car park outside C-block (Stair side) if you live in 
D-block, or by the chess set near the BBQ area 
outside A-block if you live in A, B or C Blocks.

Fire alarms are often caused by leaving food 
in toasters in the common rooms or from hair 
dryers/straighteners. Our fire protection 
systems are sensitive to ensure we keep you 
safe, so please take care when making your 
snacks or doing your hair. We are sure that you 
don’t want to be responsible for a full evacuation 
of the building!

Fire Alarms and Evacuation Procedure

From The Village Rules

Any resident found to have set off a false fire 
alarm, whether purposefully or because of 
carelessness, is responsible for any charges 
levied by the fire brigade and may also be 
subject to fines and disciplinary action.

Emergency Evacuation Procedures

These are listed in your flat common areas.
Please review and know what to do in an 
emergency.
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your community
Community and Diversity are key catchphrases here in the Village. We encourage all residents to 
get involved in social, sporting or cultural activities, even if only in a small way. By doing this, you’ll 
encounter people whose lifestyles, backgrounds, personalities and values are different to your own. 
We want you to learn from each other, and enjoy your time at Everton Hall together. Take the time to 
get to know people around you, and never be afraid to ask questions, seek advice or guidance.

Village Reception

Need the help of a friendly face? The Village 
Reception Team should be your first point of 
contact for any enquiries. Our team will help you 
with any general, or even unusual, questions that 
you may have about the Village or the local area.

Head to the office if you have locked yourself out 
of your room, to collect a parcel or if you need to 
pay your accommodation fees.

Social Areas and Community Facilities

Residents are expected to keep the common 
rooms and lounges clean and tidy. Please respect 
that other residents use these areas by keeping 
them in order, removing your personal items and 
disposing of rubbish.

Please do not remove any furniture from lounges 
or social areas.

To ensure safety in the Village, the BBQ is kept 
locked, if you would like to use it please ask 
the office or duty RA to unlock it for you, they 
will give you instruction on safe use, it must be 
cleaned after use.

Living in Your Building

The upstairs study room is open until 11pm each 
night, please make sure you read the noise 
policy and that you are respectful of your fellow 
residents and our neighbours at all times!

These areas are the main communal areas for 
you and your fellow students – they’re great as 
meeting points, places to study, places to keep 
fit, to watch films or just to hang out. They are 
focal points for activities in the Hall and many of 
our events will take place in the Hall and common 
rooms. 

It won’t take you long to realise that there’s 
never a boring moment at the Village. Life 
here is very informal as it should be – after all, 
it’s your home away from home.

Residential Life – What is it?
There is a huge range of organised activities 
offered inside and outside the Village over the 
course of the year. These cover a broad range of 
social, cultural, arts, volunteering and sporting 
events. Village activities are organised by the 
Residential Life Team.

How to Find Out What’s On
There is always a great range of activities on 
offer at the Village. Check out our Facebook 
group 2020 Everton Hall Community for the 
latest information on what’s happening, and how 
to get involved in the events.

Also, keep your eye on posters and notice boards 
around the Village which will keep you informed 
of any upcoming events or opportunities.

 

Living in The Village

Sporting Activities
Exercise, besides being good for you, is a great 
way to get outside, meet people or even just take 
a break away from the books or your computer 
screen.

If you are interested in joining a team or getting 
a team together to enter into university or local 
sporting competitions, speak to a member of the 
Residential Life Team and they’ll help get you in 
touch with the right people.

Keep up to date with VUWSA 
- your University Students Association!  
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Living in the Village is a wonderful opportunity to meet new people 
and experience different ideas and cultures. Understanding and 
appreciating our differences is what makes the Village a thriving 
community. We have put together some tips and ideas for you to help 
you enjoy your time living at Everton Hall .

1918

Cleaning

Rubbish
It is your responsibility to make sure your room 
and common areas of your flat are kept in a safe, 
hygienic state on a daily basis.   Our team  will 
check in with you to make sure you’re looking 
after yourself and your living spaces regularly.

Take out your rubbish when the bag is full! If 
you’re about to put your foot in there and stamp 
it down, then it’s definitely time to take the 
rubbish out!

 

Recycling
You can find the large rubbish collection stations 
outside D and B Blocks.

We’d love you to recycle as much as possible, 
so it’s worth thinking about how you and your 
housemates are going to separate out the 
rubbish during the week. 

Once you’ve decided on a plan of action, write 
up a roster for emptying the rubbish bins. We 
provide separate bins to help with this!

Living with a new group of people is a great experience, and we 
encourage you to make the most of it. It’s the perfect time in life to 
get to know people from different cities, countries and cultures, and 
expand your horizons.

shared 
accommodation

Compost
We have two compost bins located behind the 
vegetable garden. A list of what to place in these 
can be found on your flat notice board.
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Be aware of how loud you and any guests are 
being. Others may feel unwelcome if you and 
your mates are making lots of noise in the 
communal areas of the building.

Be mindful of how loud your conversations may
be on the phone or on Skype.

Noise Policy
>  Quiet time is 10 pm on week-nights and 11pm 

on Fridays and Saturdays.

>  During examination times quiet hours will be 
extended.

>  If you’re going to have a get together, plan 
it as a group and don’t leave anyone out. 
Neighbours are much more tolerant if you 
respect their rights by letting them know 
about a gathering. Parties can only occur on 
Fridays and Saturdays and applications need 
to be submitted at least 24 hours in advance. 
Party application forms are available from the 
office. Party numbers are limited to 10 people 
per flat, This includes residents for health and 
safety reasons. 
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Keeping it Down
How much noise you make, or how much noise your flatmates make, is a particularly tricky issue, 
and you should work to keep all sides happy. Here are a few ideas.

Bathrooms Need a Bit of Love
Hot water and damp towels do tend to create a 
bacteria-friendly environment, so keep tabs on 
the state of your sink, shower and toilet.

Basic bathroom etiquette goes a long way when 
using the bathroom day to day. Simple things 
like flushing the toilet, mopping  up any excess 
water, rinsing out the hand basin especially after 
shaving, make a difference.

What About My Clothes?
Communal laundry facilities (including washing 
machines and dryers) are available for your use.  
If you would like to report a problem with one of 
the machines just visit the office during office 
hours or log a maintenance request. 

Washing and Drying cost is as below: 
$2 - Wash  
$2 Dry

Payment is by card only.

Winning the Laundry Battle
Keep on top of your laundry. One or two medium 
sized loads a week is a good base. If you try to 
put too much in the machine at once your clothes 
won’t get that thorough clean they deserve.

Keep your whites looking sharp by washing your 
dark clothes separately to your light clothes.

Read the care labels in your clothing. If the label 
says wash in cool water and lay flat to dry...do it! 
Shrinking your favorite sweater costs a lot more 
than taking time to read the label.

Unless you love to iron, remove clothes from the 
dryer as soon as they are done, fold or hang them 
up. Most wrinkles are the result of clothes sitting 
for hours or even days in a pile. If you do need to 
iron, there is one available in your flat.

If you notice any of the washing machines or 
dryers are not working - let our office team know 
and they’ll get it fixed.

Cleaning (continued)
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Money and Your Mates
Cashflow can be a struggle! When you are a student, with so many things to do and see, it takes 
discipline to stay on top of your finances. This section isn’t going to tell you how to budget but will 
give you a few tips on how to deal with money issues among your friends and fellow residents.

Building Trust
Asking friends or fellow residents for money is 
a very thorny subject. This is not suggesting you 
ask them for a loan, but if you ask for, say, five 
dollars to buy your lunch and you utter the words 
“I’ll pay you back” then make sure you do.

Trust is something that builds slowly but 
disappears very quickly. A major source of 
tension and unhappiness in friendship groups, or 
amongst flatmates, is when someone feels that 
they’re being taken advantage of. Money is often 
at the source of these problems.

A few friendly words of advice on how to 
deal with this situation

>  If you do get into a situation where you want 
to ask a friend or fellow resident for money, 
be realistic about your ability to pay them 
back promptly. Make sure you’re honest about 
when you can return their kindness, and be 
reliable in actually sticking to that timeframe.

>  If you feel that the person to whom you lent a 
fiver/tenner has let that fact slip from their 
mind, remind them gently rather than shouting 
at them.

>  If you feel that the situation is getting out 
of hand, we are always there to offer advice 
about how to proceed without causing too 
much disruption or bad feeling.

This is a delicate situation and one that can 
cause real angst. Talking about it will help resolve 
the issue; ignoring it will only cause more angst. 

If you are struggling to balance your finances 
please speak to a member of the VUW Student 
Finances Team. Money worries will only get 
worse if you ignore them. We can help you to 
budget more effectively - so please come  
and talk to us.
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How Loud is Loud?
A little scale for reference...

30dB Whispering. Not really going to bother anyone (apart from those who can’t  
 hear the whispers).

44dB Bird call. A pleasant noise – unless it’s four in the morning and you can’t sleep.

60dB Normal conversation. Not too noisy, as long as you’re not talking to  
 The Mad Butcher.

70dB Vacuum cleaner. We hope you’ll recognise this sound at some point this year.

80-90dB Music played through a stereo. Louder than a vacuum cleaner, quieter than…

90dB A pneumatic drill… who’d want one of those going off in their living room?

90-95dB Level at which sustained exposure can result in hearing loss.

 150dB A jet engine. We don’t recommend using one of these in your flat.

Unfortunately, the volume level ‘so loud I can’t hear myself think’ hasn’t been 
scientifically measured yet, but we think this is a start.
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Respect For Others
Living with other people, and showing them proper consideration works both ways. It’s a balance 
between being patient and understanding that none of us are perfect but also knowing when to 

raise issues that are really getting you down. 

How to Go About Sorting Things Out?
Thoughtlessness, carelessness, selfishness, passive-aggressiveness are all less-than-perfect 
personality traits that every one of us has, to varying degrees. 

It’s worth keeping this in mind if you have an issue with a friend or fellow resident. First, try to talk it 
over with them, before you are at bursting point.

Don’t forget that there’s always someone here in the Village for you to talk to if you’re not sure how to 
approach it. Having disagreements is part and parcel of life, and university is no different, so you don’t 
have to feel that you’re alone in this: 

 >  Talk to the person about how their actions are affecting you.

 >  Don’t get into accusations – it’ll descend into an argument pretty quickly.

 >   Think of solutions that can accommodate the interests of all involved – in other    
words, don’t just reel off all the things they’ve done wrong. Explain how you    
think things could work between you. 

Remember we’re here to support you, so if you feel that you can’t come up with suitable 
compromises, you can speak to a member of the Residential Life Team to discuss your problem.

administratively 
speaking
This section covers a variety of topics to do with your Residential Agreement. We hope it covers any 
questions you may have about renting over the holidays, insurance or absence. If you need further 
clarification, you can ask any member of the Village team and they will be happy to help you.
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Room Changes
If for some reason things aren’t quite right with 
your room or flat, please let us know as soon as 
possible. We may be able to move you to another 
room or building, subject to availability. We 
would prefer to try and work out the problem 
first, though.

Moving Out
It is assumed that you will vacate your room on 
the termination date of your contract, unless 
you have a different agreement with Village 
Management. We will email you nearer the time 
to remind you about what you need to do when 
leaving the Village.

There are a number of rules to adhere to when 
leaving your room. You want to ensure the room’s 
next resident gets the room as you found it.  
Have a read through these rules below.

>  Before leaving, you must have paid all your 
fees and charges due under your Residential 
Agreement.

>  The Village team will inspect rooms on your 
departure, please book an inspection time.

If you would like a pre-inspection, you must 
arrange this prior to your day of departure.

>  Your room and flat must be left in the same 
state of cleanliness and repair as it was on 
your first day of occupation. We do take fair 
wear and tear into consideration, as well as 
any notice you submitted to us in accordance 
with the Village Rules (additional copies are 
available from reception).

>  All furniture and fittings within the room/ 
common areas must be left in the appropriate 
rooms – if any are damaged or missing, they 
will be charged for in accordance with the 
Village Rules.

>  Following the inspection of your room/ 
common areas, you will be charged for any 
damages, replacements or cleaning expenses 
required; this amount will be deducted from 
your deposit.

>  Make sure that you return your room key on 
your departure. Extra charges will apply for 
lost keys.
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Absence
Your welfare is important to us and we want to 
make sure that all our residents are safe. Our 
Village Management may investigate or check 
rooms suspected of being empty or unoccupied 
for long periods of time.

To avoid confusion, please update your 
 ‘away from hall’ details on the resident portal 
and inform the office or a member of the 
Residential Life Team, or your fellow residents if 
you are going to be away for more than 48 hours.

Holidays
 If you are going home or travelling during the 
holidays, please make sure you have locked 
your window and doors and switched off any 
electrical items. Additionally, don’t leave any 
valuable items in communal areas of the building. 
You don’t need to move out or move your 
belongings during the holidays. Remember to 
store your room/building keys somewhere safe 
while you’re on holdiday or return them to the 
office for safe-keeping.

Insurance
The Eveton Hall team work tirelessly to provide 
a safe and secure environment for you and your 
things, however, we strongly advise all residents 
to take out personal insurance. The Village 
assumes no responsibility for the personal 
property of its residents and their guests so 
the best way to ensure your belongings are 
protected is to get them insured against loss, 
damage and theft.

Fees and Rates
No-one wants to think too much about money, 
but it’s still important stuff to be aware of. Have 
a read through the following page and let us 
know if there are any points that are unclear.

Summary of Costs
Activity Fee 
The Activity Fee is the money you pay for 
programmes run by the Residential Life Team. 
this includes things such as tutorials, on and off 
site activites e.g. day trips, BBQs, movie nights, 
cocktail parties and more.

Payment of rent 
Payments must be made in accordance with 
your contract. If you find yourself in financial 
difficulty, there is help close at hand. Contact the 
Village office as soon as possible. Don’t ignore 
it because it won’t go away. The best thing to 
do is to seek help and advice early – we’re more 
than willing to help you work out any problems. 
For financial assistance, you can also contact 
Student Finance at VUW

Your Bond 
You were required to pay a bond to Campus 
Living Villages before starting your residency 
here. This fee is refunded at the end of your time 
with us, as long as the final inspection or your 
room or flat following departure is satisfactory - 
see Moving Out.

Please note it may take up to six weeks after the 
end of your residential agreement for this money 
to be refunded into your nominated account.

Administration Fee 
When you paid your deposit you also paid 
an administration fee. This is to cover 
administration costs and is not refundable.

Your Financial Responsibilities
It is important to know that when you accepted 
a room at the Village you signed a legally 
binding agreement which commits you to pay 
for the room for the term of your contract. We 
understand that balancing your finances whilst 
being a student can be tough, therefore please 
ensure you speak to us if you are struggling to 
pay your rent. We can help students to budget 
more effectively and the VUW Student Finance 
team may be able to provide financial advice and 
support.

Non-payment of rent can lead to eviction and 
may also cause difficulties in borrowing money 
in the future. We can help, so please make sure 
you speak to a member of the team if you are 
experiencing financial difficulties.

Your Personal Details 
It’s really important that you keep us up to date 
with all your personal details (as well as a recent 
digital photo of you) – we’ll need to keep you 
informed about any maintenance or admin issues 
in your flat or the Village, and most importantly, 
about all the events and activities going on.

These details are kept in the strictest confidence 
in accordance with the Campus Living Villages 
privacy policy. To change any personal details, 
please visit the Village office and leave your new 
details.

Our contract is with you, the resident, and under 
specific circumstances with your emergency 
contact. 

Administratively Speaking (continued) Administratively Speaking (continued)



your well being
We hope that you won’t have to deal with the issues covered in this section but equally if you do, 
please keep in mind that there’s always a friendly ear to hear your concerns amongst the Village 
Team – read this section to find details on the support networks available to you during your 
time at Everton Hall.

Personal Security
Safety in the City
A brief note on life outside the Village walls: 
while Wellington is a friendly place, it is dynamic 
and, like any urban area, it is sensible to be 
security conscious both at home and when you 
are out and about. So, when travelling to and 
from the Village, especially at night, you should 
take simple security precautions – remember to 
stick to busy, well lit streets and try not to walk 
alone.

Safety in the Village
The Village has been designed with your safety 
in mind – for example, we provide after-hours 
support to all our residences. You can have 
peace of mind that you’re living in a safe, 
secure atmosphere, so you can get on with your 
academic and social life without worrying too 
much.

That said, however, we don’t want you to ignore 
your personal security. Complacency can result 
in burglary – ever thought ‘it’ll never happen to 
me?’  Well, it can happen, so to avoid having such 
a shock, here are a few ways in which you can 
improve your level of security:

> Always lock your bedroom door

>  Make sure that your flat’s external doors are 
kept locked at all times.

>  Don’t prop open doors.

>  Don’t let people who you do not know follow 
you into a building.

>  Get to know your neighbours.

>  Never lend your key or swipe card to another 
person.

>  Don’t leave your flat key under a pot plant, 
doormat or on the frame of the door jamb. 
These are the first places opportunist 
burglars would look.

>  Don’t leave your windows wide open when you 
are not in your room/flat.

>  Don’t leave money or valuables in full view 
when you are not in your room/flat.

> Notify the Village office or call the after-hours 
support number if you notice any suspicious 
people or behaviour in or around the Village.

If you feel that your personal security is being 
threatened while you’re in the Village, contact 
the Village office or use the after-hours support 
number to contact a team member who will 
come to assist you.

Safety on Campus
It’s a good idea to familiarise yourself with the 
emergency procedures and assembly points should 
there be an emergency at uni.

While we’re being safe, make sure you familiarise 
yourself with our emergency procedures and contact 
numbers found in your flat common areas as well.
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Personal Issues
Personal issues, such as academic stress, problematic substance use, depression and eating 
disorders can strain relationships in your flat, friendship group or community. You can, and 
should, seek help if this is affecting you or a friend of yours.

>  These personal issues do not just affect one 
person. Your concern about protecting a 
flatmate’s privacy should not keep you from 
getting support personally, or for that other 
person.

>  If you’re worried about a friend, or if you feel 
the behaviour of another resident is affecting 
the lives of others, you have the right and 
responsibility to seek help both personally 
and for that other person.

It may be that your action spares the individual 
concerned painful consequences – then or later. 
You can seek assistance from a member of the 
Residential Life Team and rest assured that 
your privacy, security and comfort is of utmost 
importance to the entire team.

Stressors and disappointments are a normal 
part of life, and upsetting events will happen to 
everybody from time to time. But sometimes, 
stresses and worries can seem to dominate your 
life, and you may find yourself getting upset 
more than usual.

If things go wrong, just don’t seem right or you 
simply feel isolated, there are plenty of people 
you can talk to about whatever is on your mind.
Some will be able to offer advice and guidance 
and some are simply trained to listen. Refer to 
the back of this booklet for some starters.

You will also find a wealth of support at the 
University - check out their student services page 
online but services that are worth a mention are:

>   Student Learning Support for help with essay 
writing, referencing, how to use a semi colon etc!

>   The village has an assigned Student Support 
Coordinator (or SSC) who can meet with you at 
the hall or on campus to discuss any concerns 
such as; mental health, academic, financial etc.

>   A mentoring programme which links you up with 
an experienced student who knows what it’s like 
to be new to it all. 

>   Disability Services provide support to students 
with disabilities while they study.

>   Cultural support for  International, Maori and 
Pacific Island students.
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From The Village Rules

Personal issues, such as academic stress, 
problematic substance use, depression and 
eating disorders may strain relationships in 
a living situation. It is both a resident’s right 
and a resident’s responsibility to seek help 
when such issues become disruptive.

If a resident is worried about a friend or if 
the behaviour of another resident affects the 
living habits of others, the resident should 
endeavour to seek help for that other person.

Whether staying for work or to give you a base  
to explore more of Wellington and the local area 
- we have options available over summer.

We can provide rooms for friends and family 
over the summer months and we also offer 
Summer School accommodation.

Summer provides us with the option of having 
guests from all around the world and visiting 

students from other tertiary education 
providers. Campus Summer Stays is a great way 
to continue your summer studies!

Campus Summer Stays are available at many 
Campus Living Villages properties throughout 
New Zealand!

See https://www.shortstaysanz.com/ 
for more details.

campus summer stays

https://www.shortstaysanz.com/
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Sexual  
Decision Making
No-one should feel pressured into being 
sexually active. Despite greater sexual 
freedom in recent times, and more openness 
in discussing sexual attitudes and behaviour, 
don’t feel forced into behaviours you aren’t yet 
ready for.

You need to feel comfortable with the decisions 
you make in this regard. Decisions about 
sexual behaviour should be made thoughtfully. 
Everyone has their own set of values and 
attitudes and people are ready to engage in 
different sexual behaviours at different times. 
As adults, it is crucial to make responsible 
decisions in relationships.

If you and your partner decide to be sexually 
active, both of you should take some 
responsibility for health care within the 
relationship. You have to decide how much 
physical contact to have, and you have to make 
decisions about contraception. Both partners 
should share these responsibilities and should 
respect each other’s wishes. It is vital to consider 
the consequences of sexual involvement.

There are times when you are vulnerable to being 
swept away by strong feelings – if you’re at a 
party, and the booze is flowing freely, spur-of-
the-moment impulses can lead you in directions 
that you otherwise wouldn’t have taken. 
Whatever happens though, remember that you 
can always see a medical practitioner, who will 
be happy to help you.

If you want to talk about relationships issues 
at any time, make an appointment to see a 
Counsellor at VUW Student Health.

Harassment has no place within our Village and 
the Village Management team have a proper 
concern where the behaviour of students 
towards other students may constitute 
harassment or bullying.

Such behaviour may take the following forms 
(but is not limited to): offensive jokes, expressing 
stereotypes (assumptions about an individual’s 
behaviour, values or culture based on a group 
they belong to), derogatory or offensive material 
sent through the mail, email or posted on social 
networking sites, physical contact, intimidation, 
abuse or assault.

Behaviour is considered harassment when it is 
unwelcome or offensive to the recipient and is 
repeated or of such a significant nature that it 
has a detrimental effect on the recipient’s ability 
to study or engage in his or her normal activity.

If you feel you are in this situation, in the first 
instance, assistance may be provided by the 
Residential Life Team.

Harassment 
and Bullying
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Drugs (Legal and Illegal)

We have put information about drugs in this section because our primary concern is your safety. 
We’re not here to preach but we do want you to be safe and enjoy all aspects of life.

Coming to university and meeting new people 
can introduce you to new experiences and may 
mean that you come into contact with alcohol 
and drugs in a whole new way or for the first time 
altogether.

There will also be students who choose to avoid 
intoxicants, or who just don’t find them that 
attractive or interesting.

Whatever your attitude to drug and alcohol use, 
there are some things that you should know.

>  Any substance that is ‘intoxicating’ can be 
abused and can be addictive

>  Any problematic substance use can have very 
serious consequences for your physical and 
mental health, relationships, future career and 
in the extreme your future altogether

>  The use of illicit drugs is illegal and can have 
very serious consequences

Whatever you choose to do, it’s wrong to 
pressure anyone else to use any kind of 
substance. Respect their point of view.

If you are concerned about your level of drug 
or alcohol use or someone you know has a 
problem with drug or alcohol use, please contact 
the Residential Life Team. Be reassured all 
information about students who seek support is 
treated confidentially.  For more info visit www.
alcoholdrughelp.org.nz

>  If you think you have an alcohol or drug 
problem and don’t know who to see 
for assistance then you can talk to the 
Residential Life Team and they’ll help you 
make an appointment with the appropriate 
professional to give you the support you need. 
Alternatively you can make an appointment 
to see a counsellor at the VUW Student 
Health team - for the majority of students this 
service is free

>  If  Village Management suspects that drug use 
may be taking place, rooms can be entered 
without prior notice.

Your welfare is our primary concern.

From The Village Rules

A few things to note about drugs in the 
Village:

>  Campus Living Villages does NOT support 
the use of any illegal drugs.

>  The use of marijuana and all other illicit 
drugs is prohibited. Residents found to be 
using illicit drugs will face disciplinary action, 
which may result in eviction.

>  If you are caught selling, cultivating or 
using marijuana or any other illicit drug in the 
Village, the police will be called and you will 
also be required to immediately move out of 
the residence.
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where to go for help
We want you to know that you can always approach one of our team for help, for whatever 
reason, big or small, or even if you just need a chat. If it is urgent, don’t hesitate to call, no 
matter what the time. If our team aren’t able to help they will be able to refer you to other 
organisations within the University for advice, and there are many! We work in conjunction with 
the University, so we’ll find the right person for you to contact.
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in case of emergency
Emergency services

In emergencies call: 111

Dial 111 in emergencies and/or when:

>  someone is badly injured or in danger

>  there’s a serious risk to life or property

>  a crime is being committed and the offenders 
are still there or have just left

>  you’ve come across a major public 
inconvenience, such as trees blocking a road

>  any of these things are happening now or have 
just happened.

If you can’t decide if it’s a real emergency and 
you’re still worried, call 111 and ask.

Medical

Always ensure that Village Management knows 
if you or a friend has experienced a serious 
medical emergency. If the emergency is of a 
serious nature, phone emergency services 
immediately.

If you are unsure what to do, contact the 
reception, or the duty Residential Assistant/
Evening Support Officer. They will attend 
your call, assess the situation and contact the 
relevant people.

After Hours Numbers

If urgent problems occur after hours, report 
them to the duty staff by calling 04 472 0655. 

Campus Care 
Need help or to report an incident?  
For any emergency if you are calling from a VUW 
extension call 8888. If you are calling from outside 
the university you will need to call 04 463 9999. 
 
Medical 
Wellington Accident and Urgent Medical Care 
17 Adelaide Road, Newtown 
Open 8am-11pm 
04 384 4944

Healthline 
24 hours, 7 days a week, 0800 611 116 
Healthline is a free service with trained registered 
nurses who are specialists in assessing and advising 
over the phone.

Mental Wellbeing

Find help for depression here  
depression.org.nz, 0800 111 757 

VUW Health Centre 
Doctors, physio and counselling 
Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri 8.30am-5:00pm, Tue 10:30am-
5:00pm 
04 463 5308

Student Learning - Kelburn Campus 
Support for all things study related. 
Mon -Fri 8.30am-4:30pm  
Level 0, Kirk Wing, Hunter Courtyard, Kelburn 
Parade

Student Learning - Pipitea Campus 
Support for all things study related. 
Tue, Wed, Fri 8.30am-4:30pm  
Mezzanine Floor, Rutherford House 
04 463 5999 
student-learning@vuw.ac.nz

VUWSA 
Advocacy and support 
kelburn@vuwsa.org.nz 
Phone: 04 4636716 
www.vuwsa.org.nz

Student Finance 
student-hardship@vuw.ac.nz.

 

VUW Services Additional support 

The University’s A-Z  of support services is an 
excellent resource for all students: 
wgtn.ac.nz/students/support



Covid-19 Public health measures  
and our COVIDSAFE villages

Physical distancing
We adjust our physical distancing measures based  
on government requirements.

•   All our staff are spaced 1 metre in distance apart  
in our office and reception areas.

•   Residents will be spaced at least 1 metre apart  
in common and social spaces when required.

•   We have self-isolation facilities for residents  
with suspected COVID-19 symptoms.

Social Gatherings and Events
•   We run our events in compliance with government 

restrictions on the size of groups that can attend our 
social events.

•   We have online/virtual activities.

•   When required by the government, we can close our 
common and social spaces or restrict the maximum 
number of people in these spaces.

Good hygiene practices
•   We provide hand sanitisers, and guidance on 

good hygiene practices.

•   We regularly disinfect and clean surfaces.

Contact tracing
•   We have digital and manual contact tracing systems 

in place, that you could use to keep track of where 
you have been, and when.

Ways we’re keeping Covid-safe

Covid-safe ways you can protect yourself and others

•   Keep a safe distance from people  
while out and about.

•   Adhere to maximum number of people in  
common spaces. 

•   Wash your hands with soap and water often  
(for 20 seconds), and dry thoroughly.

•   Use the hand sanitizer.

•   Cough or sneeze into your elbow or by covering 
 your mouth and nose with tissues. 

•   Wipe surfaces regularly 
 to keep them clean.

•   You could keep a record of where you have been, 
when and who you have been in contact with, by 
using a COVID tracer app or manual entries.

•   Stay home if you are sick.

•   Limit contact with others you live with.

•   Call the Duty Phone to let us know.

•   Call the GP or NZ Healthline  on 0800 358 5453  
to see if you need a test.

•   You could wear a face covering when physical 
distancing is not possible, or when you want to.

We have comprehensive COVID-19 safety plans in place.  
Aligned with public health measures, so that we can move quickly to 
scale up or down our safety measures when required by government.

Safe distance

Cover up

Contact tracing

Good hygiene

Protect yourself

Keeping clean

Stay home

For further information refer to the 
government websites for your region

New Zealand government 
https://covid19.govt.nz/
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12 Everton Terrace, Kelburn 
Wellington 
04 472 0655  
everton@evertonhall.ac.nz

Whilst every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information contained in this publication at the time of publishing (September 2020), Campus Living Villages makes no warranty or guarantee, 
or promise whether express or implied, concerning the accuracy or reliability of any information contained in this publication. Campus Living Villages reserves the right to change or alter this information at any time without 
notice. To the extent permitted by law, Campus Living Villages excludes all liability arising from the use of, or reliance on, the information contained in this publication. © Campus Living Villages September 2020.


